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Subject: Proposal to add “Deprecated” property to halfwidth hangul jamo characters
Date: 2017-05-05 (originally submitted on 2017-04-28)
To: UTC
From: Jaemin Chung
Pages: 5 (13 including appendices)

I propose to add the “Deprecated” property to the following 52 characters.

U+ Char Name

U+FFA0 ⌍⌏ﾠ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL FILLER

U+FFA1 ⌍⌏ﾡ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER KIYEOK

U+FFA2 ⌍⌏ﾢ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER SSANGKIYEOK

U+FFA3 ⌍⌏ﾣ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER KIYEOK-SIOS

U+FFA4 ⌍⌏ﾤ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER NIEUN

U+FFA5 ⌍⌏ﾥ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER NIEUN-CIEUC

U+FFA6 ⌍⌏ﾦ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER NIEUN-HIEUH

U+FFA7 ⌍⌏ﾧ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER TIKEUT

U+FFA8 ⌍⌏ﾨ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER SSANGTIKEUT

U+FFA9 ⌍⌏ﾩ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER RIEUL

U+FFAA ⌍⌏ﾪ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER RIEUL-KIYEOK

U+FFAB ⌍⌏ﾫ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER RIEUL-MIEUM

U+FFAC ⌍⌏ﾬ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER RIEUL-PIEUP

U+FFAD ⌍⌏ﾭ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER RIEUL-SIOS

U+FFAE ⌍⌏ﾮ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER RIEUL-THIEUTH

U+FFAF ⌍⌏ﾯ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER RIEUL-PHIEUPH

U+FFB0 ⌍⌏ﾰ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER RIEUL-HIEUH

U+FFB1 ⌍⌏ﾱ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER MIEUM

U+FFB2 ⌍⌏ﾲ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER PIEUP

U+FFB3 ⌍⌏ﾳ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER SSANGPIEUP

U+FFB4 ⌍⌏ﾴ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER PIEUP-SIOS

U+FFB5 ⌍⌏ﾵ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER SIOS

U+FFB6 ⌍⌏ﾶ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER SSANGSIOS

U+FFB7 ⌍⌏ﾷ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER IEUNG
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U+ Char Name

U+FFB8 ⌍⌏ﾸ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER CIEUC

U+FFB9 ⌍⌏ﾹ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER SSANGCIEUC

U+FFBA ⌍⌏ﾺ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER CHIEUCH

U+FFBB ⌍⌏ﾻ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER KHIEUKH

U+FFBC ⌍⌏ﾼ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER THIEUTH

U+FFBD ⌍⌏ﾽ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER PHIEUPH

U+FFBE ⌍⌏ﾾ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER HIEUH

U+FFC2 ⌍⌏ￂ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER A

U+FFC3 ⌍⌏ￃ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER AE

U+FFC4 ⌍⌏ￄ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER YA

U+FFC5 ⌍⌏ￅ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER YAE

U+FFC6 ⌍⌏ￆ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER EO

U+FFC7 ⌍⌏ￇ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER E

U+FFCA ⌍⌏ￊ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER YEO

U+FFCB ⌍⌏ￋ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER YE

U+FFCC ⌍⌏ￌ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER O

U+FFCD ⌍⌏ￍ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER WA

U+FFCE ⌍⌏ￎ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER WAE

U+FFCF ⌍⌏ￏ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER OE

U+FFD2 ⌍⌏ￒ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER YO

U+FFD3 ⌍⌏ￓ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER U

U+FFD4 ⌍⌏ￔ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER WEO

U+FFD5 ⌍⌏ￕ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER WE

U+FFD6 ⌍⌏ￖ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER WI

U+FFD7 ⌍⌏ￗ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER YU

U+FFDA ⌍⌏ￚ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER EU

U+FFDB ⌍⌏ￛ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER YI

U+FFDC ⌍⌏ￜ⌌⌎ HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER I
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Rationale

1. Halfwidth hangul jamo characters are almost never used (or extremely rarely used) in Korean.
1) For modern hangul, Korean input methods use Hangul Compatibility Jamo (U+3130–U+318F) and 
precomposed Hangul Syllables (U+AC00–U+D7AF). The characters in these two Unicode blocks are suffi-
cient for representing modern hangul – halfwidth jamo characters are not needed.

• All the halfwidth jamo characters have compatibility decomposition mappings to Hangul Compatibili-
ty Jamo characters.

2) To begin with, most users do not even know halfwidth jamo characters exist (therefore do not even 
know how to enter them). Korean input methods do not provide a way to enter halfwidth jamo characters 
either.
3) In addition, most Korean fonts do not cover halfwidth jamo characters.

Note that these halfwidth jamo characters have been included in Unicode since version 1.0 (October 1991). 
After more than 25 years, there is no use case for these characters.

2. Their source is not well known (or unknown to most people), unlike halfwidth katakana characters (it is 
very well known that halfwidth katakana characters are from JIS X 0201).

1) The halfwidth hangul jamo characters in Unicode seem to be from Annex 4 (titled “7-bit hangul jamo 
character code”) of KS C 5601 / KS X 1001 (1987 and its subsequent versions). The arrangement of charac-
ters, including unused code points, is identical to what is in U+FFxx.
2) Xerox Character Code Standard (XCCS) has an almost identical set of characters (including unused 
code points as well), but has two filler characters instead of one. It refers to a historical and obsolete standard 
KS C 5601-1982 (titled “8-bit Roman and Korean Character Code”).

And the fact that one needs to look for the source clearly shows that their source is not well known (or un-
known to most people).

See Appendix A for excerpts.

3. They are not covered by any legacy character encoding, unlike halfwidth katakana characters (which are 
covered by Shift_JIS).

4. Even if there happens to be data stored in a single-byte hangul jamo character encoding,
1) the jamo characters in that character encoding do not necessarily need to be mapped to halfwidth jamo 
characters – they can simply be mapped to Hangul Compatibility Jamo.

(That is, one can simply use ㅎㅏㄴㄱㅡㄹ instead of ﾾￂﾤﾡￚﾩ when making a Unicode mapping table of 
that character encoding.)

2) in order for the text to be properly displayed and processed, sequences of jamo stored in that character 
encoding need to be reconverted to precomposed Hangul Syllables anyway.

(That is, whether the text is first converted to ㅎㅏㄴㄱㅡㄹ or to ﾾￂﾤﾡￚﾩ, it needs to be reconverted to 
한글 anyway.)

See Appendix B for a character code conversion program (and this program does not use halfwidth jamo 
characters at all).

(Document continued on the next page)
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5. KS C 5601 / KS X 1001 made an incompatible change in its 7-bit jamo character code after the 1992 version.

Right below the Table 1 (표 1) of Annex 4 (부속서 4) of KS C 5601 / KS X 1001, one can notice the following 
difference (see Appendix A for excerpts).

In KS C 5601-1989 and in KS C 5601-1992,

비고: 4/0 “채움”은 한글낱자 빈자리 표시를 위한 부호로서 필요시 사용할 수 있다.
(Note: 4/0 “filler” is a code for an indication of an absence of hangul jamo. It may be used when needed.)

In KS X 1001:2004,

비고: 4/0 채움 문자의 용법은 부속서 3에 나오는 2바이트 조합형 부호계의 채움 문자 용법과 같다. 다시 
말하여 한 글자마디는 세 바이트로 나타내며, 첫소리, 가운뎃소리, 끝소리 글자가 없을 때, 그 자리에 
각각 채움 문자를 넣는다.
(Note: The usage of 4/0 filler character is the same as the usage of the filler character in the 2-byte johab 
character code in Annex 3. In other words, a single hangul syllable is represented as three bytes, and the 
filler character is inserted when there is no leading consonant (choseong), vowel (jungseong), or trailing 
consonant (jongseong).)

The 1989 and 1992 versions do not mandate the use of the filler character at 4/0. However, the 2004 version man-
dates the use of the filler character whenever there is no jamo. This significant and incompatible change in the 
usage of the filler character shows that the 7-bit jamo character code in KS C 5601 / KS X 1001 is never used (or 
extremely rarely used) in practice.

Therefore, even if those halfwith jamo characters were indeed from Annex 4 of KS C 5601 / KS X 1001, they can 
be safely deprecated without any problems.

(Document continued on the next page)
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Proposed changes

1. In the http://www.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/PropList.txt file, replace the following entries

0149          ; Deprecated # L&       LATIN SMALL LETTER N PRECEDED BY APOSTROPHE
0673          ; Deprecated # Lo       ARABIC LETTER ALEF WITH WAVY HAMZA BELOW
0F77          ; Deprecated # Mn       TIBETAN VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC RR
0F79          ; Deprecated # Mn       TIBETAN VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC LL
17A3..17A4    ; Deprecated # Lo   [2] KHMER INDEPENDENT VOWEL QAQ..KHMER INDEPENDENT VOWEL QAA
206A..206F    ; Deprecated # Cf   [6] INHIBIT SYMMETRIC SWAPPING..NOMINAL DIGIT SHAPES
2329          ; Deprecated # Ps       LEFT-POINTING ANGLE BRACKET
232A          ; Deprecated # Pe       RIGHT-POINTING ANGLE BRACKET
E0001         ; Deprecated # Cf       LANGUAGE TAG

# Total code points: 15

with these:

0149          ; Deprecated # L&       LATIN SMALL LETTER N PRECEDED BY APOSTROPHE
0673          ; Deprecated # Lo       ARABIC LETTER ALEF WITH WAVY HAMZA BELOW
0F77          ; Deprecated # Mn       TIBETAN VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC RR
0F79          ; Deprecated # Mn       TIBETAN VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC LL
17A3..17A4    ; Deprecated # Lo   [2] KHMER INDEPENDENT VOWEL QAQ..KHMER INDEPENDENT VOWEL QAA
206A..206F    ; Deprecated # Cf   [6] INHIBIT SYMMETRIC SWAPPING..NOMINAL DIGIT SHAPES
2329          ; Deprecated # Ps       LEFT-POINTING ANGLE BRACKET
232A          ; Deprecated # Pe       RIGHT-POINTING ANGLE BRACKET
FFA0..FFBE    ; Deprecated # Lo  [31] HALFWIDTH HANGUL FILLER..HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER HIEUH
FFC2..FFC7    ; Deprecated # Lo   [6] HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER A..HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER E
FFCA..FFCF    ; Deprecated # Lo   [6] HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER YEO..HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER OE
FFD2..FFD7    ; Deprecated # Lo   [6] HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER YO..HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER YU
FFDA..FFDC    ; Deprecated # Lo   [3] HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER EU..HALFWIDTH HANGUL LETTER I
E0001         ; Deprecated # Cf       LANGUAGE TAG

# Total code points: 67

2. In the code chart, add the following sentence under the subhead “Halfwidth Hangul variants”:

 Halfwidth hangul jamo characters are deprecated and are strongly discouraged for use.

The code chart should look something like this:

(End of document, without appendices)
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Appendix A: Excerpts
(All of these scans are from Dr. Ken Lunde.)

1. Excerpt from KS C 5601-1989
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2. Excerpt from KS C 5601-1992
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3. Excerpt from KS X 1001:2004
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4. Excerpt from Xerox Character Set Standard (XCCS)
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Excerpt from XCCS, continued
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Excerpt from XCCS, continued
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Excerpt from XCCS, continued
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Appendix B: KS 7-bit hangul jamo character code conversion program (for Windows)

Open the Attachments panel of this PDF document.

This program (under the GNU GPL) is originally made by June-Yub Lee in the early 1990s, and is available at the 
following URL:
http://ftp.kaist.ac.kr/hangul/incoming/hcode2.1-mailpatch3.tar.gz
I made the following changes before compiling for Windows.
• In hcode.c: replaced #include <strings.h> with #include <string.h> (line 17)
• In mail.c: replaced strncasecmp with strnicmp (7 occurrences; lines 175, 176, 189, 198, 213, 508, 

and 512)
• Made another version of h3Bcode.h (also attached in this document)

1. In the Attachments panel of this document, right-click on hcode1.txt or hcode2.txt, click on “Save 
Attachment…” and save it to any folder. After that, change the file extension from txt to exe.

Difference between hcode1 and hcode2:
• hcode1 maps a compound jamo to a single code point (e.g. ㅙ to 0x6E, ㅀ to 0x50).
• hcode2 maps a compound jamo (except ㄲ, ㄸ, ㅃ, ㅆ, ㅉ, ㅐ, ㅒ, ㅔ, and ㅖ) to a sequence of two code 

points (e.g. ㅙ to 0x6C 0x63 (ㅗ + ㅐ), ㅀ to 0x49 0x5E (ㄹ + ㅎ)). The original version is hcode2.

2. Open Command Prompt (cmd), and use the cd command to go to the folder where the conversion program 
is.

3. To convert KS 7-bit hangul jamo character code to EUC-KR or Johab (note that this is a very old program – 
it does not support Unicode encodings), use the following commands:
• To EUC-KR: hcode# -nk (input_file_name) (output_file_name)
• To Johab:  hcode# -nt (input_file_name) (output_file_name)
(# is either 1 or 2, depending on the version you are using)

Note: When converting to EUC-KR, this program uses 8-byte sequences (hangul filler (0xA4D4) + three 
jamo characters) for hangul syllables that are outside of the 2350 in KS X 1001 proper (e.g. [filler]ㅇㅒㅆ for 얬).

4. When opening the output file (or to convert it to Unicode), select (or use) code page 949 for EUC-KR, and 
select (or use) code page 1361 for Johab.

In addition, to convert EUC-KR 8-byte sequences to precomposed hangul syllables in Unicode (e.g. 
[filler]ㅇㅒㅆ → 얬), open the converted EUC-KR file with Firefox (https://www.mozilla.org/firefox/), press F10 
to display the menu bar, go to View > Text Encoding and click Korean.

(End of document, with appendices)




static unsigned char Jamo[No3Bcode][3][32][4] = {
{ {   "",   "",   "A",   "B",   "D",   "G",   "H",   "I",
      "Q",  "R",  "S",   "U",   "V",   "W",   "X",   "Y",
      "Z",  "[",  "\\",  "]",   "^",   "",    "",    "",
      "",   "",   "",    "",    "",    "",    "",    ""    },

  {   "",   "",   "",    "b",   "c",   "d",   "e",   "f",
      "",   "",   "g",   "j",   "k",   "l",   "m",   "n",
      "",   "",   "o",   "r",   "s",   "t",   "u",   "v",
      "",   "",   "w",   "z",   "{",   "|",   "",    ""    },

  {   "",   "",   "A",   "B",   "C",   "D",   "E",   "F",
      "G",  "I",  "J",   "K",   "L",   "M",   "N",   "O",
      "P",  "Q",  "",    "R",   "T",   "U",   "V",   "W", 
      "X",  "Z",  "[",   "\\",  "]",   "^",   "",    ""    }},

{ {   "",   "",   "r",   "R",   "s",   "e",   "E",   "f", 
      "a",  "q",  "Q",   "t",   "T",   "d",   "w",   "W", 
      "c",  "z",  "x",   "v",   "g",   "",    "",    "",  
      "",   "",   "",    "",    "",    "",    "",    ""    },

  {   "",   "",   "",    "k",   "o",   "i",   "O",   "j",
      "",   "",   "p",   "u",   "P",   "h",   "hk",  "ho",
      "",   "",   "hl",  "y",   "n",   "nj",  "np",  "nk",
      "",   "",   "b",   "m",   "ml",  "l",   "",    ""    },

  {   "",   "",   "r",   "R",   "rt",  "s",   "sw",  "sg",
      "e",  "f",  "fr",  "fa",  "fq",  "ft",  "fx",  "fv",
      "fg", "a",  "",    "q",   "Q",   "t",   "T",   "d",
      "w",  "c",  "z",   "x",   "v",   "g",   "",    ""    }},

{ {   "",   "@",  "K",   "Kk",  "N",   "T",   "Tt",  "R", 
      "M",  "P",  "Pp",  "S",   "Ss",  "",    "C",   "Cc",
      "Ch", "Kh", "Th",  "Ph",  "H",   "",    "",    "",
      "",   "",   "",    "",    "",    "",    "",    ""    },

  {   "",   "",   "",    "a",   "ae",  "ya",  "yae", "eo",
      "",   "",   "e",   "yeo", "ye",  "o",   "wa",  "wae",
      "",   "",   "oe",  "yo",  "u",   "weo", "we",  "wi",
      "",   "",   "yu",  "eu",  "yi",  "i",   "",    ""    },

  {   "",   "",   "k",   "kk",  "ks",  "n",   "nc",  "nh",
      "t",  "l",  "lk",  "lm",  "lp",  "ls",  "lth", "lph",
      "lh", "m",  "",    "p",   "ps",  "s",   "ss",  "ng",
      "c",  "ch", "kh",  "th",  "ph",  "h",   "",    ""    }},
};



